Festival of Learning
ignite education.

January 29, 2018

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

9:30 - 10:00
Continental Breakfast
10-250 Lobby

10:00 - 11:15
Introductory Remarks: Chancellor Cynthia Barnhart
Keynote: Carl Wieman, Physicist, Nobel Laureate
“A New Approach to Teaching and Learning in Undergraduate Science and Engineering”
10-250

11:15 - 12:30
Teaching @ MIT Lightning Round with Anette
“Peko” Hosoi, Shigeru Miyagawa, Jeff Grossman,
Thomas Kochan, Barton Zwiebach, Ian Waitz
10-250

12:30 - 2:30
Learning Expo. Lunch provided.
Lobby 13: exhibits & sandwiches
Lobby 10: exhibits & dessert

2:30 - 3:30
Keynote: Woodie Flowers, MIT MechE Professor,
FIRST Robotics
“Nerd Epistemology”
32-123

3:30 - 4:30
Closing Reception
32-123
At the Expo…


1. Making Creative Radio at WMBR
2. Educational Studies Program
3. Tomorrow’s Science in Today’s Classroom
4. MIT
5. J-WEL: Spark an Education Renaissance
6. Goodie Bags in 3.091
7. Gradcommx: Comic Books for Graduate Researchers
8. MIT Press
9. Fluid Interfaces: the Mathland Project
10. Kinect Interactive Simulation - Try it!
11. Accessibility: Verbal Description of Scientific Graphics
12. CodeSeal: Integrating Computation into GIRs
13. Teaching + Learning Lab
14. Guided Discovery in Engineering Science
15. Digital Learning Lab
16. MIT Museum
17. STEMgem: Create Your Own Tech
18. MIT Libraries Teaching & Learning Program
19. OCW: New Features, New Content
20. Education Arcade
21. ODL Residential Education
22. Office of Engineering Outreach Programs
23. MIT MicroMasters: Bring MIT to You
24. MIT Integrated Learning Initiative – Education Research (MITII)
25. Playful Words and Smart Blocks
26. MIT Experimental Study Group
27. Lightboard for Lecture Video Capture
28. NEET: New Engineering Education Transformation
29. CLEVR - Virtual Reality for Science Learning
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